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Brazilians are trying hard to get ready to host the 2014 FIFA World Cup.
Despite having a big territory rich with natural scenery, Brazil is not accustomed to many international visitors. The World Tourism
Organization, which ranks tourist spending in different countries, puts it 39th on the list, behind much smaller countries like Lebanon, Croatia
and Malaysia. Next year, the government expects
tourism spending in Brazil to grow by 55 percent, thanks largely to the World Cup. But as that time draws near, the general feeling among my
compatriots is one of disbelief (...). The prevailing feeling is captured by the expression “Imagina na Copa ...” — Imagine during the Cup —
spoken every time we see a 112-mile-long traffic jam, an overcrowded airport or the rising prices of hotels and flights. If things are already bad,
imagine what they’ll be like during the World Cup.
Such pre-tournament pessimism is common. Last year the British were skeptical about the Olympics, which turned out to be O.K.
(...)
And yet Brazilians are doing what we can to welcome tourists. (...)
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/11/09/opinion/barbara-learning-to-speakbrazinglish.html?pagewanted=1&_r=0 Acesso em: 13.02.2014. Adaptado)

1)
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

O texto afirma que o Brasil
está acostumado a receber um grande número de visitantes de outros países.
resolverá todos os seus problemas de trânsito de veículos até a Copa do Mundo.
conseguirá receber os turistas durante a Copa do Mundo melhor do que o Líbano, a Croácia e a Malásia.
tem um governo que espera um crescimento nos gastos realizados por turistas graças à Copa do Mundo.
é um país onde as pessoas expressam o seu otimismo com relação à Copa do Mundo com expressões como “Imagina na Copa”.

Para responder às questões de números 02 a 06, considere a tirinha que mostra o diálogo entre o menino Calvin e o seu tigre de
pelúcia – e amigo imaginário – Hobbes.

(Bill Watterson’s Calvin and Hobbes, http://home.loloyd.com/ebooks/Calvin%20and%20Hobbes/9312/ch931201.gif Acesso em: 04.12.2013)

2) De acordo com a fala de Calvin no primeiro quadro da
tirinha

4) No terceiro quadro da tirinha, Calvin afirma que não
conseguirá a nota “A” que ele julga merecer pois

(A) o menino se sente feliz com a recomendação da mãe dele.
(B) o menino não compreende como fazer o trabalho sem a ajuda
da mãe dele.
(C) o menino foi autorizado a ficar acordado até mais tarde para
terminar o trabalho.
(D) a mãe do menino se recusa a ajudá-lo com o trabalho.
(E) a mãe do menino diz que ele precisa aprender a economizar
papel.

(A) Hobbes está atrapalhando o trabalho dele.
(B) a professora dele não explicou o que ele tinha que fazer.
(C) a professora dele não deu tempo bastante para que ele
terminasse o trabalho.
(D) a mãe dele o levou a fazer um trabalho descuidado e às
pressas.
(E) a mãe dele e a professora deram informações divergentes
sobre o trabalho.

3) No segundo quadro da tirinha, Hobbes

5) No último quadro da tirinha, os quinze minutos que Hobbes
menciona dizem respeito ao tempo que Calvin

(A) parabeniza Calvin pelo bom desempenho.
(B) apoia Calvin na disputa entre o menino e a mãe dele.
(C) lamenta que Calvin tenha de terminar logo o trabalho.
(D) repreende Calvin por seu descaso com o uso de papel.
(E) relembra Calvin a respeito de algo que a mãe do menino
dissera.

(A) passou reclamando.
(B) gastou no trabalho até então.
(C) levaria para terminar o trabalho.
(D) levaria para apresentar o trabalho.
(E) demorou para entender o trabalho.

6) A contração won’t presente na fala de Calvin (“I won’t get
the ‘A’ I deserve!”) é composta pelos termos
(A) will not.
(B) want to.
(C) want not.
(D) would not.
(E) wanted not.

9) In the sentence: ‘Hey, boy. Aren’t you gonna fight? Are you
chicken?’ the expression in bold is closer in meaning to

7) In the sentence: ‘He pretends to be someone he isn’t.’ the
expression in bold is closer in meaning to
(A) pretende ser
(B) pretende fazer
(C) finge ser
(D) finge fazer
(E) quer ser

(A) pintinho quente
(B) cachorro-quente

English Grammar
Chose the alternative that best answers
the questions and/or complete the
phrases:
11. “What position were you in at the end
of the race?”
11th

September
September 11th 2001
September
11th
2001

12. “Can you play the piano?”
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Yes, I do.
Yes, I can, but in the past I couldn’t.
Yes, I’m not.
I don’t know if I do…
No, it isn’t.

13. "What’s your hobby? ".
a) I loves pizza.
b) Yes, she does.
c) He is very nice and sexy.
d) They love going to the cinema.
e) Coin collecting.
BIOLOGY
21)(E) If a man weights 80Kg and we
consider that 20% of it are bones. How
many kilograms of bones does he have in
his body?
a) 4 Kg
b) 8 Kg
c) 12 Kg
d) 16 Kg

(A) frango
(B) covarde
(C) cozinha
(D) galinho Chicken Little
(E) gordo
10) In the sentence: ‘That movie was terrific!.’ the expression in
bold is closer in meaning to

8) In the sentence: ‘Oh, man! I saw a hot chick getting out of the
bar….’ the expression in bold is closer in meaning to

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

(C) frango assado
(D) “menina gata”
(E) cozinha quente

(A) ótimo
(B) terrível
(C) de terror
(D) terráqueo
(E) tétrico

14. “What’s your favorite soccer team?”
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

S.C. International
Hussain Bolt
Felipe Scolari
Muricy Ramalho
Cesar Menotti

15. “Who are you voting to in the next
presidential election?”
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Anyone but Dilma…
In October
On November
I’ll vote at EE Mons. Geronimo Gallo.
Bring a pen with you.

16.”What do artists say to each other
before entering stage to wish good
luck?”
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Good luck!
Break a leg!
Well done!
God bless you!!!
Fuck you!!!

b) risen
c) grow up
d) grew up
e) rises
18. The girl that lives next door is the girl
of ________ dreams.
a) me
b) my
c) mine
d) Juliet
e) I
19. Blood flow ________ by the heart.
a) which is controlled
b) being controlled
c) controlled
d) is controlled
e) are controlled
20. Not all birds ________.
a) fly
b) flying
c) to fly
d) flown
e) is fly

17. The sun ________ to the east.
a) rise
e) 20 Kg
22)(E) Oranges and guavas are famous
for having a vitamin that helps us prevent
normal diseases like a simple cold or the
flu. The vitamin we are talking about is:

a) Vitamin C
b) Vitamin B12
c) Vitamin A
d) Vitamin K
e) All alternatives are wrong
23)(E) A frog can be classified as...

a) a reptile
b) a fungus
c) a fish
d) an amphibious
e) a mammal
24)(E) Which animal can’t be considerate
a mammal?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

precipitation
infiltration
run off
snow melt
sea level raise

27)(M) How many of these do we have?
I – Heart
II – Lung
III – Stomach
IV - Kidney

29)(H) An example of a biological control
against insects is the use of
a) herbicides
b) wildlife refuges
c) pesticides
d) sex hormones
e) fungicides
30)(H) If excessive amounts of hot water
are discharged into a lake, the immediate
result will most likely be

chimpanzee
whale
bat
canary
man

25)(E) The length of an Earth day is
determined by the time required for
approximately one
a)Earth rotation
b)Earth revolution
c) Sun rotation
d)Sun revolution
e)Moon rotation
26)(M) In general, the probability of
flooding decreases when there is an
increase in the amount of

HISTORY
31. (E) Who was the president that was a
dictator in Brazil during the Second
World War?

a) I – 1, II – 1, III – 1, IV – 1
b) I – 1, II – 2, III – 2, IV – 1
c) I – 2, II – 1, III – 1, IV – 2
d) I – 1, II – 2, III – 1, IV – 2
e) I – 2, II – 2, III – 2, IV – 2
28)(M) The removal of the cuticle from a
leaf of a plant would most likely result in
an increase on the leaf's
a) surface area
b) food production
c) bacteria resistance
d) fungus resistance
e) water loss

d) Tancredo Neves
e) Tiradentes
35. (E) What country has won the World
Cup Championship five times so far?

a) Juscelino Kubitschek
b) Getúlio Vargas
c) João Goulart
d) Tancredo Neves
e) Fernando Collor de Mello

a) Italy
b) Argentina
c) Brazil
d) Germany
e) Netherlands

32. (E) If you can understand English,
you are going to choose the second
alternative as an answer, OK?

36. (M) California and Alaska are states of
the USA that were bought from other
countries. What countries were they
bought from?

a) In India
b) The correct choice is here!
c) Pedro Álvares Cabral
d) Don’t even think…
e) If you chose this you are stupid!
33. (E) Many foreigners, especially
Italians came to Brazil to work in farms.
Those farms used to produce:
a) Alcohol
b) Coffee
c) Sugar cane
d) Soy
e) Corn
34. (E) Who was Joaquim José da Silva
Xavier?
a) Saint Joaquim
b) Lula
c) Chico Xavier

a) an increase in the sewage (esgoto)
content of the lake
b) a decrease in the amount of dissolved
oxygen in the lake
c) an increase in the amount of pollution in
the lake
d) a decrease in the amount of phosphates
in the lake
e) a decrease in the sewage content of the
lake

c) The population of the South has
continued to decline.
d) The Northeast is the fastest growing
region in the nation.
e) They aren’t having many children today
because the population is changing their
sex.
38. (M) The major political parties in the
United States obtain most of their
national campaign funds from

a)
b)
c)
d)

the personal fortunes of the candidates
state and local taxes
funds appropriated by Congress
the contributions of individuals and
special-interest groups
e) The church
a) Brazil and China
b) Mexico and Russia
c) Mexico and Canada
d) France and England
e) All the alternatives are correct
37. (M) Which is the most valid
conclusion that may be drawn from the
study of population patterns in the United
States today?
a) Most of the population is concentrated in
and around large urban centers.
b) The number of ethnic groups has
declined.

39. (H) Which historical events are in the
correct chronological order?
a) Crusades  Renaissance  Neolithic
Revolution  Roman Empire
b) Roman Empire  Neolithic Revolution
 Crusades  Renaissance
c) Renaissance  Neolithic Revolution 
Crusades  Roman Empire
d) Neolithic Revolution  Roman Empire
 Crusades  Renaissance
e) Crusades  Industrial Revolution 
discovery of the New World  Roman
Empire

40. (H) Terrorism is something that scare people all over the
world. In September 11th 2001 happened a terrorist attempt
against two places in the USA. Which places are them?
a) World Trade Center and White House
GEOGRAPHY
41. (E) What are the colors of the
Swiss flag?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

red and blue
red, blue and white
red and white
blue and white
none of the above applies

42. (E) The stadiums Itaquerão and
Arena Pantanal are respectively in?

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

São Paulo and Manaus
Cuiabá and São Paulo
Fortaleza and Rio de Janeiro
São Paulo and Cuiabá
Rio de Janeiro and Belo Horizonte

b)
c)
d)
e)

World Trade Center and Empire State Building
Sears Towers and Pentagon
Pentagon and World Trade Center
White House and the American Congress

spilled from inside the Earth. It is
called:

d) malfunction
e) storms

a) mountain
b) river
c) valley
d) canyon
e) volcano

48. (H) How many states make up the
United States of America?

45. (E) Which country is not part of
the European Community?
a) The United States of America
b) Portugal
c) France
d) Italy
e) Spain
46. (M) Which country did Brazil buy
the state of Acre from?

43. (E) Where is the World Cup
Championship (2014) happening?

a) Peru
b) Bolivia
c) Paraguay
d) Chile
e) Venezoela

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

47. (M) A compass is used for ages
for navigating and locating directions
all over the world. The needle points
to the North Pole of the Earth
because of:

The USA
Katar
Russia
Germany
Brazil

44. (E) The picture below shows
geological place where magma is

CHEMISTRY
51)(E) The symbol of some chemical
elements are:

1
2
3
4
The numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4 correspond to
a) carbon, gold, helium, nitrogen
b) carbon, oxygen, helium, nitrogen
c) carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen
d) cupper, gold, helium, nitrogen
e) cupper, oxygen, hydrogen, none
52) (E) This symbol means the product is:
a) flammable
b) bio hazardous
c) ventilator
d) radioactive
e).none of the above

a) magnetism
b) electrical forces
c) winds

a) 10
b) 40
c) 50
d) 51
e) 60
49. (H) How many states make up
Brazil?
a) 20 + 1 district
b) 23 + 1 district
c) 26 + 1 district
d) 51 + 5 district
e) 27 + 1 district
50. (H) In which hemispheres is the
biggest part of Brazil in?

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

North and South
North and West
South and East
South and West
East and West

e) none of the above applies
53)(E) The pure distilled H2O is:
a) a base
b) a salt
c) mineral water
d) an acid
e) neutral
54)(E) Which one weights the most: a
kilogram of water, a kilogram of sand, a
kilogram of iron or a kilogram of steal?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

water
sand
iron
steal
none of the above applies

55)(E) Gasoline is a derivate of:
a)
b)
c)
d)

oil
soy
gas station
cars

56)(M) How many kilograms of water will I
have if I fill a swimming pool that can
contain 50,000 liters of water?
(Remember: 1ml of water = 1g)
a) 50,000 g
b) 50 Kg
c) 50,000 Kg
d) 100 Kg
e) 100,000 Kg
57)(M) A substance that has a pH of 4.0 is
a(n)
a) acid
b) base
c) neutral
d) amino acid
e) ethanol
58)(M) If you put a pan on the fire and put
2 liters of water in it, after some time the
water starts to boil. The temperature of

the flame is 800o C and the water was at
20o C at the beginning. If you throw a
thermometer inside the pan the
temperature will be around:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

800o
780o
100o
820o
40o

59)(H) Compared to the charge and mass
of a proton, an electron has

a) the same charge and a smaller mass
b) the same charge and the same mass
c) an opposite charge and a smaller mass
d) an opposite charge and the same mass
e) an opposite charge and a larger mass
PHYSICS

61. (E) How many Argentines can we put
in a swimming pool with fire that
measures 3m (S1) x 5m (S2) x 1m (H) 
15,000 liters if we assume that one
Argentine occupies the volume of 100
liters of water?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

15 Argentines
150 Argentines
1.5 Argentines
75 Argentines
45 Argentines

62. (E) What would be a the nature
phenomenon that could kill Messi during
a soccer match in a rainy day?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Some clouds
Heavy rain
A lightening
Some snow
Solar radiation

63. (E) A soccer supporter went by car
Belo Horizonte (distant 600 Km from
Piracicaba) to watch the match Brazil vs.
Chile at Mineirão and it took 10 hours to
get to the stadium. What is the car
average speed at kilometers per hour?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

600 Km/h
300 Km/h
100 Km/h
80 Km/h
60 Km/h

64 (E) If we calculate the speed of the
same car (Ex.63) in miles per hour
(American Unit), what speed would be the
result?
MATHMATICS
71. (E) Look at this series: 3, 9, 5, 11,
7, 13 … What number should come
next?
a) 7
b) 9
c) 13

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

300 mi/h
100 mi/h
60 mi/h
37.5 mi/h
25 mi/h

(Cue: 1 mile = 1.6 Km)

(TIP: 1 foot(‘) = 30.5cm = 12 inches
1 inch(“) = 2.5cm)

E.G. – 1,55m = 5’1”

66. (M) What was the weight of Ronaldo
Luís Nazário de Lima according to the
American patterns of measurement and
weight (pounds) when he was 117 Kg
approximately?
a) 117 pounds
b) 200 pounds
c) 260 pounds
d) 180 pounds
e) 450 pounds

(TIP: 1 pound = 0.45 kg)
E.G. – 4,5Kg = 10pounds

67. (M) If a Killer has a machine gun that
can shoot 120 bullets in a minute finds an
enemy and use the gun for 10 seconds
(missing 1 in each 5 shot: accuracy 80%)
in the enemy. How many bullets hit the
target?
a)
b)
c)
d)

a) sugar and lemon
b) alcohol and water
c) juice and alcohol
d) bars and discos
e) salt and lemon

e) 8

65. (E) How tall is approximately the
goalkeeper Julio Cesar of 1.86m in
American patterns of measurement
(foot/inches)?
a) 6’1”
b) 6’2”
c) 6’3”
d) 6’0”
e) 5’9”

60)(H) What substance we find in
common in these beverages: beer,
vodka, whiskey, tequila and rum?

20
16
12
10

68. (M) A car has an autonomy of 750 Km
with its full tank. The tank has a volume
of 50 liters. How many kilometers the car
can make with a liter of gasoline
(average)?
a) 10 Km/l
b) 11 Km/l
c) 12 Km/l
d) 13 Km/l
e) 15 Km/l
69. (H) Imagine you are in a bank line and
there are 50 people in front of you waiting
for a free bank teller counter to pay they
their bills. If a person takes 5 minutes to
pay his or her bills and there are 5 bank
tellers working. How long should you
wait to start the payment?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

50 minutes
30 minutes
55 minutes
1:40 h
1:50 h

70. (H) One way light and sound differ is:
a) Light exists whether it is observed or not.
Sound only exists if someone hears it.
b) Light can’t travel in a vacuum. Sound
can travel in a vacuum.
c) Light is associated with energy, sound is
not.
d) Light travels in waves, sound does not.
e) Light can travel in a vacuum. Sound
can't travel in a vacuum.

d) 16
e) 12

d) 10
e) 6

72. (E) How many pieces was the ball
divided into?

73. (E) The ball of the World Cup is
named Brazuca and weights 0.45 Kg.
A girl supporter can carry 45 Kg, so
how many balls can this girl carry?

a) 9
b) 8
c) 7

a) 10

b) 100
c) 200
d) 45
e) 0.45

79. (H) Buy equipped ambulances at a
cost of R$ 80.499,00?

74. (E) How many sides are there in
this figure?
a) 2
b) 4
c) 8
d) 16
e) 32

1,232,980 ambulances
43,987 ambulances
20 ambulances
347,828 ambulances
230,234 ambulances

80. (H) Construct asphalt roads at a
cost of R$ 1.150.144,00 per Km?

75. (E) Which figure is the World
Cup?

1
a) 1
b) 2
c) 3
d) 4
e) 5

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

2

3

4

5

How many of each
could have been done
with the R$ 28 billion
(R$ 28.000.000.000,00)
spent in the World Cup
in Brazil:
(PS: Use the Calculator)
76)(M) Medical care centers at a cost
of R$ 287.999,00?
a) 97,222 centers
b) 140 centers
c) 35,878 centers
d) 156,889 centers
e) 12,054 centers
77)(M) Equipped school classrooms
at a cost of R$ 13.780,00?
a) 2,000 classrooms
b) 2,031,930 classrooms
c) 345,056 classrooms
d) 1,675,092 classrooms
e) 15 classrooms
78. (M) Hire elementary school
teachers at a cost of R$ 13.340,00 a
year?
a) 1,000 teachers
b) 3,876,998 teachers
c) 2,098,950 teachers
d) 2,987 teachers
e) 54,877 teachers

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

876,000 Km
35 Km
32,988 Km
123,098 Km
24,345 Km

See you again on July 28th !!!
Have a good vacation!!!

